Quality built in
Traditional craftsmanship combines with modern technology
to create cabinetry that has a timeless appeal
Above: This kitchen is an example
of the Prizma EuroStyle product
from Mouser Custom Cabinetry. The
door style is Geneva in Select Cherry
wood with an Espresso finish. Upper
cabinets are teamed with crown
moulding to impart a modern classic
feel. The company manufactures
cabinets up to, and over, 108in tall.
Right: The clean-faced look of the
cabinets and drawers is particularly
suited to contemporary kitchen
designs.

While there is no denying the
widespread benefits of Henry
Ford’s assembly-line approach
to manufacturing, the appeal
of hand-crafted furniture of
bygone eras is still as strong
today as it was at the turn of
the last century.
The attention to detail and
sense of individuality intrinsic
to a custom piece adds a level
of worth over and above a
simple monetary value, says
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Steve Pfister, director of sales
and marketing for Mouser
Custom Cabinetry.
“The name Mouser Custom
Cabinetry has, over the past 50
years, become synonymous
with quality craftsmanship
and the value derived from
it. Mouser represents a sound
investment in furniture for
the kitchen – one which offers
durability and aesthetics, and
a style that will not date.”

With a range of products
under the brands CornerStone
Overlay, StoneHearth Inset,
Prizma EuroStyle and Centra
Cabinetry, Mouser offers customers an enormous variety
of cabinet styles, finishes and
materials from which to choose.
“As well as an extensive
range of door styles, Mouser is
able to construct custom cabinetry to match existing door
styles in a client’s home. This

is another example of the pride
Mouser takes in creating topof-the-line custom cabinets of
exacting quality.”
The secret to the firm’s
longevity is consistency, says
Pfister. “All employees are
responsible for maintaining
the caliber of the product –
from the time the materials
arrive at our plant, through the
manufacturing process, to final
inspection before delivery.

This ensures quality goes into
each and every product, before
the name goes on it.”
For further details, contact
Mouser Custom Cabinetry,
2112 North Dixie Avenue,
Elizabethtown, KY 42701,
phone tollfree (800) 345 7537,
fax (800) 472 5889, or visit the
website: www.mousercc.com.

Top left: Mouser Custom Cabinetry
also manufactures a range of
accessories, such as these columns
and valance.

More content from Mouser at

Above: The company also
manufactures custom wooden range
hoods to complete the look.
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Above left: This finish in this
traditional style kitchen is achieved
by wiping back layers of glaze by
hand, leaving a build-up in corners
and deep areas similar to a patina.
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